No. This is not legitimate. This is a PHISHING email. FAU OIT would never send out and email like this. The FAU OIT EMAIL filter system did catch this email as PHISHING and added the {SUSPICIOUS MESSAGE} tag to the message and then did quarantine the links that are in it.

Please delete this email.

Thanks. Larry

HI everyone,

Is this legitimate? If yes, is there a reason it was sent on a Saturday, especially during a long holiday weekend and asking for me to take action within 24 hours?

Thank you,
Allison Hazlett-Rose

Notice: The OIT email filtering system has modified some links or content in this message to protect any intended recipient(s) from possible malicious phishing attempts. This does not mean this email message is malicious. FAU will never ask a user for their password or to verify their account details through links or forms in an email.

Dear ahazlett@fau.edu,
Due to high number of inactive accounts on the server, all users are advised to update their account within 24 hrs of receiving this notice, using the link below to update their account activity.

Use this link to login and update your account activity.

Failure to update might process your account(s) as inactive, and you may experience interruption of services or undue errors. Please comply.

Thanks,
IT Help Desk
Florida Atlantic University

The information transmitted is intended only for ahazlett@fau.edu and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any review, retransmission, dissemination or other use of, or taking of any action in reliance upon, this information by persons or entities other than the intended recipient is prohibited. If you received this in error, please contact the sender and delete the material from any computer.